Bowers watch and clock repair

OPEN: Wed. The first clock with an escapement mechanism dates back to ancient Greece in the
3rd century B. Later in the 11th century, Arabic engineers invented water clocks driven by gears
and weights. Mechanical clocks employing a verge escapement mechanism appeared in Europe
at the turn of the 14th century, and soon became the standard timekeeping device until the
spring-powered clock and pocket watch came on the scene in the 16th century. By the 18th
century, the pendulum clock had been invented. The 20th century brought quartz crystal
oscillators. Walter G. Cady built the first one in In , Seiko produced the world's first quartz
wristwatch. Because of their low production cost and accuracy, they have become common
possessions. The National Bureau of Standards based the time standard of the United States on
quartz clocks from late until the s, when it changed to atomic clocks. Atomic clocks are more
accurate than any other timekeeping device, and today clockmakers use them to calibrate other
clocks. Read about French mantel clocks. Read about carriage clocks. Read about ogee clocks.
Read about grandfather clocks. Find out what's inside a clock. Learn how to move a large clock.
Learn how to regulate a pendulum clock. Learn how to correct for Daylight Saving Time. Read
set-up instructions for Hermle Clock Movements. Read operating instructions for Hermle Clock
Movements. Learn about replacing a Hermle Clock Movement. Learn what to know before
purchasing an antique clock. Go to our Sitemap. The earliest clocks relied on shadows cast by
the sun, so they were not useful in cloudy weather or at night. Download Printable Housecall
Questionnaire. R ead reviews about us on YELP. Learn to care for your antique clocks. Clock
Care Tips. To many people, clocks are like members of their family. OPEN: Wed. Please include
your name, address, phone number, e-mail address, an estimated value of the item, and a
description of the problem. Be sure to adequately insure the package. To ensure the safe
delivery of your clock, please do the following:. Find two strong, sturdy boxes. The smaller one
should have enough room for your clock, plus three to four inches of space on each side for
packing materials. This one should fit into the larger one. Remove the pendulum and keys and
any loose items. Wrap them separately and place them in an envelope. No loose parts should be
inside the clock. If you send them, wrap them up individually. Wrap your clock in bubble wrap
and put plenty of packing material around it. Then tape up the larger box closed using clear
packing tape. To ensure the safe delivery of your watch, please do the following:. Wrap your
watch in a piece of bubble wrap. Place it into an envelope or Zip-Loc plastic bag. Wrap this in
another piece of bubble wrap. The small Priority Mail boxes provided by the U. Postal Service
are just right. For extra security, pack this box into a larger one and tape shut with clear packing
tape. Mail either your clock or watch insured to:. Print a shipping label Contact us by either
phone at or by E-mail before you send us your timepiece. We service most watches and clocks
in our shop. Remember to have your clock or watch serviced every 5 years. It needs to be oiled
and cleaned regularly to last. We carry Atlanta's largest selection of watch bands and will size
them while you wait. Go to our Sitemap. If you wish, you may mail your clock or watch to us for
a free estimate. To ensure the safe delivery of your clock, please do the following: 1. To ensure
the safe delivery of your watch, please do the following: 1. R ead reviews about us on YELP.
Learn to care for your antique clocks. Print a shipping label. Bowers Watch and Clock Repair is
a complete one-stop shop uniquely equipped to handle all of your time needs from a Is this your
business? Verify your listing. Quick and cheap! Yelp guided me to this place and I am glad I
came here. There were already a few people waiting before me to be serviced but the wait Took
clock here to be repaired, five months later still not done, asked the younger for a time frame,
she I mean he I'll put it back together and you can just come pick it up later and then walked
Though I'd previously had a positive experience with these folks, I can't say the same this time.
The service of fixing my watch was cheap and quick, which I appreciated. But neither of the men
I thought I was going to have to leave it and come back later to pick it up. But they were able to
get me in and out. The older Bad customer service if a problem arises. I've brought my watches
here for 10 years. Today I brought in an old running watch to have a gasket replaced, which was
recommended when I had the battery Sign In. Search query. Web Local Images Video. Hours:
Open Now. Hours may change under current circumstances. View more reviews on Yelp Write a
review. Clock Loft. Classic Clocks. Shirin Jewelers. Atlanta Clock Services and Repair. House
Call Service for Floor Clocks. Bowers to come and see why my grandfather's clock was not
running. He showed up on time, quickly accessed the situation and told me what parts were
needed. On Friday morning, he arrived and spent over an hour putting the clock together. He
was knowledgable and was wonderful to work with. Both needed some tender loving care to get
back up to speed. After doing some research on my own, I was surprised to find that Bowers
was able to procure parts for the obscure automatic, let alone repair it! The Seiko just needed a
new battery and an extension for the band. They took good care of my heirlooms, and I look
forward to doing business with them again in the future. They are knowledgeable, professional,
and above all, reasonable. Whether slipping in a new battery or completing a complex repair,

they are expert and fast, honest and ethical. They perform many small acts at "no charge" as
part of one of the most remarkable customer experiences I've enjoyed in any establishment.
They are, simply, the best. Super fast response time and excellent customer service. If you need
a watch or clock repaired, don't hesitate to pay these guys a visit. Very well run business!
Review you are reporting:. Please fill out the following:. This website uses cookies to ensure
you have the best experience. By continuing to use this site, you consent to our Privacy policy.
You can disable cookies at any time, by changing your browser settings. Best of the Web Local.
Search for near. Business Details and Reviews. Products And Services. Payment Options. Year
Founded. Number Of Locations. Number Of Employees. Bowers can do it. Write a Review. Your
Name:. Review Title:. Chars Remaining: Security Code:. Adding Review Please wait. Original
Comment. Adding Reply Reply to a comment by. Original Comment " " by. Close Driving
Directions for Londe 5 March 25, " My husband and I have used Bower for almost 15 years.
Email address is invalid. Please enter your feedback. This 18thcentury pocketwatch by
EtienneLenoir of Paris was not only a timepiece by a workofart. Learn more. Lenoir was a F He
became a master watchmaker in and was one of the most important makers of his time. Lenoir
gained his reputation not from his own inventions but from his ability to run a well-organized
business that produced large numbers of timepieces of consistent high quality. The workshop
existed until the s. Petersburg and the J. Paul Getty Museum in Malibu. We almost lost Michael
due to a failed Gall Bladder but it was successfully removed Monday afternoon and is doing well
and should be back on the bench soon. Please pardon any "slowness" in regard to watch repair
services, Michael's condominium building caught fire Sunday evening. His partner and cats are
all fine, but his life will be disrupted for the next year or so. Being the trooper he is, he reported
to work this morning at 6AM. This lady's pendant watch from the 17thcentury shows the
exquisite craftsmanship of the time. This enameled pendant watch , with works by JosiasJolly
and decoration attributed to HenriToutin , dates from 17thcentury Paris. Before pocketwatches
were wound by turning the crown , they had keys that a person used to wind them and to
setthetime. This key is shaped like a gun. Gazo clocks, like this zodiac model, appeal to clock
collectors , not the average person, because of the investment involved. Originally, the Gazos
started out restoring and repairing old German clocks. Lou Gazo had an interest in and
collected clocks and while his son, Ed, was statio Air Force, Lou would send his son money to
purchase antique German clocks. Ed bought clocks and shipped them home to his father who
would repair, restore, and then sell them. But by , the Gazos realized they couldn't find the parts
they needed, so they began making their own parts. Eventually, they figured it would be easier
and more profitable to design new clocks. By , they had designed 24 different clocks. More than
60 employees worked in their factory, and they also subcontracted work out to a factory in
Tijuana, Mexico. Because of his experience with German Black Forest clocks, Ed Gazo
personally chooses the mechanisms that run the clocks. Some of the clock chimes are
enhanced by music boxes purchased in Switzerland , which melodiously play Schubert's "Ave
Maria" or "March of the Toy Soldiers" on the hour. After the Gazo family has agreed upon a
design, the wood casings, often made of oak or walnut, are carved, sanded and finished by
hand. Gazo clocks appeal to those who admire and appreciate fine quality workmanship.
SampsonShelton , the maker of this pocketwatch, was one of the founding members of
TheClockmakersCompany of London in the 17thcentury. Sampson Shelton, a century
clockmaker working in London, made this early pocketwatch. But besides making elegant
pocketwatches, Shelton was one of the origin At that time, clockmaking by English craftsmen
was mostly confined to the production of tower and church clocks. Domestic clocks and
watches were mostly imported or the work of immigrants from the European Continent.
Blacksmiths in this sense meant general metal workers, the shoeing of horses being the
province of the Farriers. The growth of the domestic clock making industry however led to a
feeling within the trade that it was a craft apart. Resentment grew up between the clockmakers
who had become established in London and outsiders who came to set up in or near the City
and who threatened their market. From onwards groups of London makers undertook a series
of political maneuvers designed to undermine the opposition, both through the Blacksmiths
Company and in their own right. They failed at first to gain the recognition they sought, but by
they had accumulated sufficient credibility to petition the Crown for an independent Company.
King Charles I granted the clockmakers their Charter on August 22, This gave the Clockmakers
power to control the horological trade in the City of London and for 10 miles around. It
incorporated a controlling body governed by a Master, three Wardens and 10 or more
Assistants who would form the Court. Sampson Shelton crafted this beautiful pocketwatch with
alarm, calendar, and elaborate case between and The lyre and the brilliant ormolu sunburst that
surmounts this French mantel clock are symbols of the Greek god Apollo , the mythological
sungod who oversaw the passage of time. Opulence was the essence of the Victorian Era. This

magnificent French ormulu lyre clock features luxurious marble and ormolu in the Louis
XVI-style. Dazzling r Exquisite hand-chiseled ormolu and white marble houses this clock.
Standing on an oval base, the clock is further adorned by draping garlands and laurel wreaths.
Both the lyre and the brilliant ormolu sunburst that surmounts the timepiece are symbols of the
Greek god Apollo, the mythological sun god who oversees the passage of time. The water clock
was the most accurate and commonly used timekeeping device for millennia, until the more
accurate pendulum clock replaced it in the 17thcentury. A water clock, also known as a
clepsydra, is a timepiece in which people measured how much time it took for liquid to flow into
or out from a vessel. Although i An inflow water clock worked by water flowing into a marked
container. As the container filled, the observer could see where the water met the lines and thus
could tell how much time had passed. In an outflow water clock, water filled a container, and
then drained slowly and evenly out of it. This container had markings that an observer used to
show the passage of time. As the water left the container, an observer could see where the
water was level with the lines and then tell how much time had passed. The bowl-shaped
outflow is the simplest form of a water clock and is known to have existed in Babylon and in
Egypt around the 16th century BCE. Other regions of the world, including India and China, also
had early water clocks. The Greeks and Romans advanced water clock design to include the
inflow clepsydra with an early feedback system, gearing, and escapement mechanism which
connected to fanciful automata and resulted in improved accuracy. Further advances occurred
in Byzantium, Syria and Mesopotamia. Meanwhile, the Chinese developed their own water
clocks and passed their ideas onto Japan and Korea. While never reaching a level of accuracy
comparable to today's standards of timekeeping. By the s, monstrance or mirror clocks were
kept alongside automatons and scientificinstruments such as astrolabes and sundials in
scientific collections celebrating the human ability to control nature. The monstrance clock, or
mirror clock, a type of clock that was developed during the Renaissance from to , is
cross-shaped and typically either gold a This type of clock used to play an important part in a
church ritual and often incorporated sacred figures as part of the design. The clock made use of
a rotating ball at the top or in the base to indicate the time of day. Monstrance clocks and
crucifix clocks remained fashionable until the 18th century. More commonly known as a mirror
clock for its form's similarity to a looking glass, it has been referred to as a monstrance clock
because it resembles the receptacle for the consecrated host in Christian religious rituals.
Religious references in early clocks reflect the Renaissance linking of science and the cosmos
to the idea of divine order. This clock displays the hours, days, and a wealth of celestial
information. Though not accurate timekeepers, early monstrance clocks were valued for their
craftsmanship and technical ingenuity and as luxury items designed to educate and impress.
Their cases were usually of cast and chased bronze or of cast and beaten copper and brass
sheet. The cases were commonly gilded coated with a fine layer of gold. The movements are
similar to those of a table clock. Noted German clockmaker, Jeremias Metzger, of Augsburg,
German, made this particular clock was made in With ArtDeco , it's all about style. Connecticut
clockmaker JonathanCBrown was one of the founders of the ForestvilleManufacturingCompany
of Forestville, Connecticut, which made clocks from to Brown Company of Bristol, Connecticut,
made this unique and rare Acorn shelf clock some time in the s. He fabricated it using layers of
formed and bent Jonathan C. Brown was one of a number of successful clockmakers and
manufacturers in Bristol, Connecticut. He was active in the clockmaking business from around
to In , he bought into a firm with William G. Bartholomew, that became Bartholomew, Brown and
Company, selling complete clocks. Two years later, Brown bought out William Hills, making the
firm J. Brown and Company. This particular Acorn clock has an eight-day movement and is
about 24 inches tall. It features a reverse-painted image of the home of J. Brown in Bristol,
Connecticut. The UKGovernment advised today that if you own one of these jewelencrusted
Rolex watches with a leopard print strap you must self isolate because you may spread your
bad taste to other people. Clock historians agree that the girandole clock is the best modeled
and proportioned, and surpassing, in elegance of appearance, any timepiece ever invented. A
girandole clock is often confused with a banjo clock. Although they look similar, the girandole
has a large circular base, usually with a reverse painted scen This base resembles a girandole,
or radiating showy cluster. Experts consider this 8-day wall clock to be the finest one available
in the early 19th century. Lemuel Curtis worked as an apprentice to Simon Willard, known for
his magnificent banjo clocks which he produced in Roxbury, Massachusetts. Curtis opened his
own clock shop in Concord, Massachusetts in He patented his girandole clock design in in an
attempt to make a more technologically advanced and aesthetically pleasing model that would
surpass the influential Willard version. His girandole clocks are not only known for their
technical superiority but also for their artistic quality, especially for the reverse-painted scenes
done by noted artists of the time. Subjects depicted on his clocks include commerce and

victorious naval engagements from the War of , both fitting themes for both comme
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rcial establishments and private parlors. This beautifully crafted early 20thcentury , apex
regulator , RococoRevival -style, gilt bronze mantelclock by the Ansonia Clock Co. Neue
Auctions. Jump to. Sections of this page. Accessibility Help. Email or Phone Password Forgot
account? Log In. Forgot account? Not Now. Visitor Posts. Bob Brooke. The Antiques Almanac.
Spent the last 14 months on this beautiful watch. Thank You for including our company to your
list. What makes a watch vintage? Seasoned watch enthusiasts know the answer to this
question hints at nostalgia, heritage, and maybe, a golden age of craftsmanship. They say every
watch has a story. Finely-crafted and sometimes extinct timepieces have histories that, along
with their condition, add to th The Antiques Almanac August 12, The Antiques Almanac July 22,
See More. Physician Rupert Blue led the U. The Antiques Almanac May 18, A truly beautiful
Ansonia regulator mantel clock. The Antiques Almanac May 9, Neue Auctions See More.

